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Arcus provides a range of historic environment services including:

• Environmental Impact Assessment
• Feasibility and Scoping Assessments
• Archaeological Desk-Based Assessments
• Heritage Statements
• Historic Building Appraisal and Recording
• Environmental Statement Chapters
• Archaeological Constraint Mapping
• Advice on Site Selection and Layout Design
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI)
• Archaeological Clerk of Works
• Mitigation Management
• Drafting and Agreement of Planning Conditions
• Design and Management of Fieldwork to Discharge Conditions
• Expert Witness and Public Inquiry Work

The Arcus cultural heritage team ensures that all archaeological work is carried out in compliance with
relevant legislation and policy and in accordance with standards and best practice guidance of the
Institute for Archaeologists. Our expertise and experience in managing heritage risk and our ability to
balance development requirements with cultural heritage considerations allow us to deliver project
applications with a strong likelihood of receiving consent.
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Selected Projects

EIA and post-consent discharge of conditions including large-scale archaeological survey

Kilgallioch (Arecleoch Phase 2)
Arcus undertook the cultural heritage EIA and produced the ES Chapter for this consented Section 36 
application.  This complex and large upland site raised issues with potential direct impacts on a well 
–preserved, multi-period archaeological landscape, as well as specific indirect issues on the settings 
of sensitive designated heritage assets, including a property in care and other scheduled monuments.  
Arcus’ cultural heritage team was appointed to agree a Written Scheme of Investigation to discharge the 
archaeological planning conditions, and is currently overseeing the implementation of the archaeological 
works programme detailed in that WSI.

Large - scale archaeological investigation to discharge planning condition

Wind Farm in East Riding 
In order to discharge an archaeological condition attached to a consented 16 turbine wind farm in 
the East Riding of Yorkshire, the Arcus Cultural Heritage Team prepared and managed a scheme of 
investigation that included consultation and a programme of topsoil strip, map and sample. By closely 
monitoring the fieldwork, Arcus was able to determine early in the process that there was limited 
archaeological potential across the site and, in collaboration with the local authority, determined 
that continuation of the archaeological fieldwork programme was not warranted. As a result, the 
condition was discharged earlier than expected, enabling the wind farm to progress more quickly into 
the construction stage. Arcus has been engaged to apply the same successful approach on a recently 
consented extension to this site.

Feasibility through EIA to consent and post-consent work

Harburnhead Wind Farm
Arcus’ cultural heritage team was involved in all stages of the planning process for this consented Section 
36 large-scale wind farm.  This included input to scoping, undertaking the EIA and chapter-writing for 
the ES.  The site raised some potentially difficult issues relating to indirect effects on the settings of 
a Scheduled Monument, a Garden and Designed Landscape on the Inventory, and a number of listed 
buildings.  Cultural heritage issues were one of the issues raised by the Local Planning Authority as part of 
their objection to the scheme, triggering a public inquiry.  Arcus’ cultural heritage team leader provided 
expert witness at the planning inquiry, and the site was subsequently consented.


